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ABSTRACT
Voxento is an interactive voice-based retrieval system for lifelogs
which has been redeveloped and optimised to participate in the fifth
Lifelog Search Challenge LSC’22, at ACM ICMR’22. Based on the
previous experience in the LSC competition and ranked in the top 4
in the last LSC’21 competition among 17 participants, we present a
revised version of Voxento to address the critical points to improve
the efficiency of retrieval tasks in lifelog datasets. Basically, Voxento
provides a spoken interface to the lifelog data, which facilitates an
expert and novice user to interact with a personal lifelog using a
range of vocal commands and interactions. Briefly, we made some
important improvements to support both the retrieval of content
and system interaction. This latest version has been enhanced with
the addition of a text-based search feature, new filters based on new
metadata provided in lifelog data, rich visual information and fea-
tures and enhanced speech query. Also, the data preparation tasks
comprised a new function to reduce the number of non-relevant
images and the latest CLIP model version used to derive features
from images. The long term development of Voxento includes a
lifelog retrieval that supports speech and conversation interaction
with less physical actions required by users such as using a mouse.
The system presented here uses a desktop computer in order to
participate in the LSC’22 competition with the option to use voice
interaction or standard text-based retrieval.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→ Sound-based input / output;
• Information systems → Search interfaces; • Computing
methodologies → Speech recognition.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In simple terms, lifelogging is the action of capturing most aspects
of an individual’s life experiences by using a group of specific tech-
nologies and software to gather data such as wearable cameras,
fitness trackers, sleep trackers, smartphones, smartwatches and
various other applications and products such as Google Glass [6].
There are factors behind the increasing popularity of lifelogging
such as the development of efficient and low-cost storage and the
availability of sensor devices [6]. Recently, many people have used
phones to record and share their life’s experiences and moments
with others through various social applications. This can also be
considered as a form of lifelogging. Lifelog data, generated from
wearable cameras and other technologies requires re-organization,
re-structuring and integration into a specific form, to support ef-
ficient information retrieval. This is due to the heterogeneity of
sensors and technologies used in generating this data. For instance,
MyLifeBits [5], the first lifelog retrieval system prototype, had dif-
ferent types of data such as emails, diary, images, audio "recording
voices and music", video, TV and radio channels and documents.
In lifelog data, images represent the majority of objects with as-
sociated metadata. Also, lifelog data usually contains biometric
data such as physical activities, heartbeats, location data including
country and semantic names, dates and times.

The Lifelog Search Challenge (LSC) is an annual benchmark
competition workshop to tackle challenges in lifelog retrieval tasks
[7]. LSC invites researchers to develop an interactive lifelog re-
trieval system and participate in a live competition. At LSC’21, the
workshop was publicly available to watch by streaming platform
and public audiences were invited to watch the competition. From
the start of the LSC workshop in 2018 until 2021, the number of
participants has increased to 17 participants. LSC workshop has
been running for 4 years successfully, and it is now in its fifth year.
The organizers of LSC have set up a workshop called LSC Planning
Workshop to discuss the progress of the LSC workshop. It occurred
in November 2021 in physical format. A result of this workshop
was a new and larger dataset, as well as the integration of the
LSC workshop deeper into the ACM ICMR conference programme
(Grand Challenge 2022). In terms of the LSC workshop process, the
details of how the workshop runs, how to evaluate the participant’s
system performance and the different query tasks are described in
[7].

In this paper, we present the third version of Voxento, a prototype
voice-controlled interactive retrieval system for lifelogs. Voxento
has been redeveloped and enhanced in order to reach a stage where
users/lifeloggers can communicate by voice as a conversation with
a personal lifelog retrieval system to retrieve specific moments and
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find relevant images or information. The goal of our research is
to enhance the interaction and accessibility of lifelog data using
voice as a form of communication, which is a concept similar to
Google home or Amazon Alexa. Voice-controlled lifelog retrieval
still has not gained much attention and this motivates us to work on
developing and enhancing the system. Voxento participated for the
first time in LSC’20 [2], focusing on introducing voice interaction
and had a standard MongoDB database. In LSC’21, Voxento version
2 [3] included major enhancements in voice interaction, filtering
and a newly developed retrieval API provided by [1]. The system
proved to be competitive and was ranked the 4th top-performing
system. Voxento 2.0 solved 18 out of 23 search tasks with only
3 wrong submissions, which represented the lowest compared to
other teams.

In the system presented here, we have enhanced the speech query
detection, added text-based search for finding relevant images based
on semantic names, added filters for new metadata such as artist
and song fields.We also rebuilt the backend retrieval API. Regarding
data processing, we use the CLIP model [13] to derive features from
each image. The list of image features is subsequently used to find
the similarity between text and images and ranks those images
which best represent the appropriate results. This year’s lifelog
dataset is the largest since the start of the LSCworkshops. Thus, one
key contribution of this research is to provide solutions to reduce
the size of the lifelog data through better analysis and processing
of the LSC dataset. Finally, all existing features in previous versions
are retained in this latest version.

2 RELATEDWORK
Since the Lifelog Search Challenge first ran in 2018, there have
been many different approaches and systems developed during
that time. In addition, various systems have participated more than
once such as lifeXplore [10], Exquisitor [8] and Myscéal [16]. Some
systems have been rebuilt with different concepts but share similar
platforms, such as Virtual Reality in vitrivr-VR [15] and ViRMA
[4] inspired by the 𝑀3 data model. An example of a new system
developed with a new idea is XQC [9], an interactive learning on
mobile phones that supports IOS, Android and web platforms. This
system uses Exquisitor’s backend server [8]. Surprisingly, although
a small screen can be a challenge in the LSC competition, XQC [9]
with its features performs slightly better than the Exquisitor system
and in some aspects, demonstrates a similar performance.

In the last LSC competition, there were many systems that per-
formed well and here, we highlight the top performing retrieval
systems at the LSC’21 competition. The top four performing sys-
tems were close in terms of the overall score. The system which
performed best was Myscéal [16], which also won the first in the
LSC’20 competition. Myscéal has been revised and upgraded with
the improved features inspired by novice users experiments. The
second-best systemwas SOMHunter [11], which also won at LSC’20.
SOMHunter was an adaptation of a video search engine. In this
extended version, it integrated the new CLIP text search model. The
third ranked system was LifeSeeker [12] which participated three
times in 2019, 2020 and 2021. It focused on searching and filtering
by text query using a weighted Bag-of-Words model with visual
concept augmentation and weighted vocabularies.

Another new system which was ranked 6th is called Memento
[1]. This system was developed to address the challenge of inter-
active lifelog retrieval based on two aspects: firstly, bridging the
semantic gap between queries and images; and secondly, support-
ing the efficient searching/browsing of the lifelog data. It is worth
noting that our Voxento system and Memento share the same back-
end with some minor modification to support Voxento interaction
and filters features. The developers of the Memento system paid
special attention to preparing and processing the lifelog dataset,
deriving features, making event segmentation, enhancing meta-
data and using CLIP model. We rebuilt the backend by considering
these enhancements as well further improvements in interaction
and visual interface and creating text-search based features. We
observed that two LSC’21 systems, ViRMA [4] and PhotoCube [14]
used the𝑀3 model, which defines the dimensions of a hypercube.
A𝑀3 model refers to a multidimensional space that organizes me-
dia items into related groups to allows the user to explore media
collections of relevant images. All participating systems placed an
emphasis on supporting easy querying by users, enhancing the
metadata to support information retrieval, with many systems im-
plementing different filter types and a few used the CLIP model to
generate images features.

3 VOXENTO’S PERFORMANCE AT LSC 2021
Voxento 2.0 at LSC’21 [3] performed well and was a competitive
system in contrast to the previous participation at LCS’20. The
system was optimised to use a desktop with mouse and keyboard at
the competition. However, participation at both LSC’20 and LSC’21
provided valuable input to enhance the search engine. Based on
experiences at LSC and some testing, we can now articulate a num-
ber of enhancements for this LSC event that we believe delivers a
significantly superior system.

• Search Filters: the implemented filters were efficient in
retrieving and narrowing the ranked results. However, the
time filter was only filtering by hours and not as range. Thus,
every time, we need to reset the results’ panel to choose
another hour. We redeveloped time as a range filter to be
more specific when searching using time. Another important
filter is semantic name. There were some queries which
contained the semantic name and filtering using this feature
locates the appropriate images more easily.

• Search Engine: in the previous version of Voxento [3], the
integrated backend used the CLIP model for matching based
on similarity. The ranked list contained appropriate images
and results are promising. However, there were some queries
for which we could not initially locate the relevant images
and it was necessary for the user to browse and search for
that specific moments manually, and sometimes it was nec-
essary to reformulate the query. To support this task, we
implemented a text-based search and with the support of the
metadata, we could find the relevant images. This will have
significant improvements for semantic name, artist name or
song words.

• Visual Interface: here, we mean a specific aspect of the
visual component, which is the image display. The image
only displayed the number label representing the ranked
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order and when the image was clicked, it then displayed
a window showing more metadata with buttons including
the submit button. Hence, during the search process at the
LSC’21 search tasks, we sometimes found the relevant image
but needed to click on the image in order to submit it. These
were examples where we were uncertain and needed to click
on the image to read the metadata. To solve and enhance
the submitting of a relevant image, we now include a submit
button in each displayed image as a label, together with basic
image metadata such as date, time and semantic name.

• User Interaction: in future research, we are planning to do
novice experiments to identify any enhancements required
in terms of interaction, but have already made a minor im-
provement in the speech detection for the query. Based on
the fast retrieval of results, we made the decision to submit
the query to the server while the user was speaking the
query. For example, when the user says the query, "find a
moment when I was taking a picture by my phone at a lake",
the system will submit the query while the user speaks and
will update the results whenever a query has changed.

4 LSC’22 DATASET
The lifelog dataset provided for this year’s event is far larger than
previous LSC workshops. We now briefly highlight some new as-
pects of the LSC’22 dataset in this section, with a more detailed
description available in [7]. The LSC’22 dataset provided for the
5th Lifelog Search Challenge represents an 18 month period during
the years 2019 and 2020, captured by one active lifelogger using
wearable cameras. The lifelog dataset contains about 725k images.
LSC organizers provided one month’s data to participants at the
outset with the final dataset made available about two months be-
fore the workshop. The full dataset included anonymised images,
visual concepts, metadata and text captions. Visual concepts in-
clude text descriptions of detected scenes, concepts and objects for
each image with the confidence score. The metadata contains time,
date, physical activities such as steps, biometrics such as heart beats,
calories, sleep efficiency, locations such as country name, geographic
location, music information such as artist, songs, album, and other
metadata. New information provided for LSC’22 is image tags and
text OCR captions.

As we rebuilt the backend API, motivated by [1], we also at-
tempted to organise and process the data similar to the previous
structure in order to match the frontend configuration and structure.
We also made a contribution to enhance the metadata by reducing
the number of images. Below are the summary tasks of processing
data:

• Data Enhancement: We do not exclude the new caption
information and instead use them for text-based search. In
addition, we enrich the data by deriving features from exist-
ing metadata such as time (hour:minute), Date(day, month,
year) and day name (Sunday, Monday, ... etc). This infor-
mation can be extracted from the minute_id or UTC_time
attributes. Moreover, in our previous system, the dataset
already included blurred image label and after some testing,
we found that some blurred images were relevant images for
some queries. Thus, we decided to use the OpenCV library to

Figure 1: Overview System Architecture

identify a specific degree of blurring where we can see that
these images no longer have values because they have a high
degree of image blur. Another task of enhancing the meta-
data is to find images that have no value, to exclude them.
We designed a function to identify images that contain high
rates of black or white colour compared to the image size
because sometimes the wearable camera is left on the table
without turning it off. This means that it takes pictures of a
roof or light and sometime left in a pocket or another dark
location. The final task was to identify the duplicated images
to exclude the worst and use only the best one. When explor-
ing the one-month dataset, we found about 20 duplicated
images that occupy space without any additional benefit.

• Extracting Images Features: Using the CLIP model [13]
added a high value to the performance of our previous sys-
tem. Thus, in this version, we retained the CLIP model to
encode images into high-dimensional representations to de-
tect rich scene semantics. By using the model, we compare
the encoded query sentence with the encoded image features
to find the matching similarity and then sorted them based
on high similarity.

• Event Segmentation: Event segmentation was a helpful
process during the LSC competition to follow queries con-
taining different activities such as check in hotel and then
drive a car. This methodology, used in a previous system
[3], has now been integrated into our system. Segmentation
of each day was based on events by identifying the current
activity and the location name when the lifelogger performs
some movement. Event segmentation can inform temporal
sequencing of result documents using the interface.

5 OVERVIEW OF VOXENTO 3.0
In this section, we present an overview of the revised Voxento
system and architecture with a detailed description of the main
components. Voxento 3.0 is based on the previous version with
a new text-based search engine to support the text-image search
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Figure 2: Voxento Main Interface

engine. In addition, the enhancements to the visual interface and
filters are discussed in section 5.2. The architecture can be viewed as
having four main components as shown in Figure 1 and 3: the user’s
voice and interface interaction, visual interface, and the backend
API that has two search engines. Voxento version 3.0 has a similar
interaction implemented but enhanced over previous versions.

5.1 Voice-based Implementation
For this version, the voice interaction functionality has no major
changes and for details as to how the voice interaction receives
commands and performs action, refer to [3]. Briefly, the Voxento
interface was developed as a web-based application and the user
uses a headset for voice interaction or mouse and keyboard for a
standard retrieval system. For basic interaction, on system loading,
the voice interaction feature automatically engages and awaits the
user’s command. The user can either utter a spoken command or
revert to using a mouse and keyboard to interact with the interface.
The user can swap between these two interaction methodologies.
The Google Web Speech API is used through Chrome browser
to support voice interaction. This enables speech recognition and
synthesis through the web browser, with the language set to English
with a standard accent. Other configurations were replicated from
our first version [2].

The new feature in query speech detection is that when the user
start speaking, the query and transcription are shown as live. Thus,
the results automatically submit each time the query changes. For
instance, when the user starts a query such as "find a moment when
I was driving the car, the system will submit this query and when
the user adds more words in the query or continues the query, the
system submits every time, the updated query rather than having
to stop the recording then submit the final or complete query.

Figure 3: An Overview of System Interaction

5.2 User Interface
Since the development of the first version, we separated and posi-
tioned all control functions to remain inside the top "query panel"
and thus, leave space for the visual interface. We try to always
maintain a clear interface to keep it simple for novice users. In
addition, the voice interaction has a clear presentation including
different colours, for instance, start and stop recording. The design
and the structure of the system is illustrated in Figure 2 with the
interface explained in [3].

All of the features contained in our previous system, such as dy-
namic results filters, calendar filter and detected filters from query,
are retained in our current version. However, we have implemented
some new filters. The first filter is an environment filter, such as
Work or Home, based on recognizing the need to use this filter. The
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second filer uses the semantic name such as a restaurant’s name
where the system can face difficulty in locating the relevant images.
Note that it can be missed by using CLIP unless the semantic name
is represented in the image. We fixed the issue of filtering time
using the drop-down option hours and the range feature to narrow
the scope. We also created filters based on the updated metadata to
include searches using, for example, artists and songs words.

5.3 Search Engine
The backend was rebuilt to include a text-based search engine in
addition to a text-image search engine andwithminormodifications
to call requests to support Voxento’s interaction requirements. The
CLIP model [13] was used to support natural language queries. A
challenge for the CLIP model is that when a query has, for instance,
a city name like Dublin or London, the results will not be accurate.
Therefore, the system already implemented a feature to exclude
these words and use them as filter words from the query. The
backend API was built using the Flask python framework using
RESTful API functionality. The maximum number, 𝑁 , of results
returned for a query, is set to 1,000. The backend API was evaluated
in LSC’21 and showed that the system was capable of detecting 18
out of 23 LSC’21 topics, so we expect it to be very competitive with
these new features at LSC’22. The evaluation results showed that
our system achieved the highest precision among all participants.

The backend API has two main search engine tasks, supporting
two different text queries in the main interface. The first text query
is for a search based on images so the backend will take the query
and convert it to a vector representation using the CLIP model
which then will be compared to the image representation, generated
previously, using cosine similarity. This results in the ranked list
sorted by high similarity values. The server then uses the images
list to fetch the image metadata, which is also located in the server.
The second text query is used when there is a need to search for a
specific text in the database, such as semantic or place name. Finally,
for both text queries, the results are sent as a JSON response to the
user interface.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we presented an enhanced version of Voxento, our pro-
totype voice-controlled interactive lifelog retrieval system. Voxento
2.0 proved to be competitive and performed well at the previous
LSC’21 competition. We presented a summarized experience at
LSC’21 and articulated the improvements needed for a better sys-
tem, which were mainly in dataset preparation, search filers and
engines and interaction. We presented a system overview and inter-
face, with a detailed description of new enhancements. Regarding
future work, we believe that Voxento can be further developed to
be a standalone system or application that can enhance the accessi-
bility. Our current plan is to move to a fully wearable platform or
migrate from the desktop environment to become a truly pervasive
computing environment.
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